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COVID-19 Impacts DCM Precision Medicine Study

Like nearly every other organization across the world, the DCM Research Project team has
made significant changes to our activities and operations during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. The health and safety of our participants, including those with and without DCM, our
internal study staff, and study staff across all DCM Consortium sites, is our top priority.
On March 15, 2020, The DCM Research Project recommended that all DCM Consortium sites
actively enrolling in the Precision Medicine study stop in-person clinical recruitment and
enrollment activities. This includes probands and family members. This was in concert with
institutional guidance to suspend in-person enrollment of new participants unless study
participation was essential to a participant’s health and/or well-being. Accordingly, all DCM
Precision Medicine Consortium clinical sites have stopped recruiting and enrolling until further
notice or otherwise allowed by their local IRBs.
Our team continues to work remotely so that other aspects of our research can continue to
move forward. Enrollment will resume as soon as we learn it is safe for everyone involved. We
are available by phone or email so please reach out to us with any questions or concerns. We
hope you and your family are healthy during this unprecedented time!

DCM Research Project Announces New Studies!
The Spring 2020 edition of the DCM Beat
brings exciting news: The DCM Research
Project is thrilled to announce two new studies
using advanced heart imaging technologies!
One study investigates the use of a highly
detailed echocardiogram technique, known as
speckle-tracking echocardiography (STE).
The other study will evaluate the use of
magnetic resonance imaging of the heart, also
known as cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (CMR).

STE and CMR may be able to detect very
subtle abnormalities in family members at risk
for dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) before
usual tests are able to detect any evidence of
DCM. The goal of these studies is to identify
the earliest possible opportunity for intervention with hopes of preventing the development
of DCM. Read on to learn more about the new
directions that these studies can take our
research on the genetics of DCM.
Article continued on page 2.
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The DCM Discovery Study and DCM Precision
Medicine Study are both part of the DCM
Research Project. We are excited to be adding
two new sub-studies to the DCM Precision
Medicine Study, the CMR and STE Studies.

DCM Research Project Announces News Studies (cont. from page 1)
In 2019, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) awarded the
DCM Research Project funding to support the study titled,
“Novel Assessment of Cardiac Mechanics via Speckle
Tracking
Echocardiography
to
Identify
Early
Phenotypes.” This unique technique builds upon the
echocardiogram data already collected in the study by
providing more detailed measures of the heart muscle
tissue.

The DCM Research Project will also receive new NIH funding by mid 2020 to support the study titled, “Cardiac
Magnetic Resonance to Identify Early Family Phenotypes.” CMR imaging provides a highly detailed image of
the heart size and function, in addition to other characteristics of the heart muscle tissue. Because CMR imaging is

extremely sensitive we think that CMR imaging will be able
to detect “pre-DCM” in at-risk family members. Our study
plans to obtain data to prove this.
If family members enrolled in the DCM Research Project
qualify for the CMR study, you may be contacted by the
DCM Research Project and invited to participate.
Participation may include providing additional consent or
traveling to a DCM Consortium site to have a CMR
performed. Through improving our understanding on how
to use CMR technology, the ongoing surveillance and care
of families such as yours will also improve. By identifying
signs of DCM at the earliest possible stage, we maximize
the opportunity to intervene and slow or prevent the
progression of DCM development.

We are Planning for the Future of the Precision Medicine Study
The DCM Research Project
is pleased to share that we
are now actively preparing an
application to the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) for a
second five years of funding
for the DCM Precision
Medicine Study.

Delayed Return of Genetic Results

We continue to work hard to catch up!

The DCM Precision Medicine Study is pleased to
provide high-quality genetic test results back to our
participants, utilizing rigorous, family-based variant
interpretation and communication procedures, closely
simulating a clinical care model.¹ As a research
program, we believe that returning genetic results is the
right thing to do and is one way to give back to the
families that contribute so much to our program.
While we anticipated being able to return results within
12-14 months, we have not been able to deliver all
results back in this timeline. There are many reasons for
this delay, including unexpected barriers to obtaining
DNA sequence information in a timely fashion, technical
database challenges, and the time intensity of developing personalized result documents and genetic counseling phone calls. We understand this may be frustrating.
We are working diligently on catching up. This delay is
not reflective of our immense appreciation of your
family’s involvement in the DCM Research Project. We
look forward to delivering this information to those awaiting results as soon as we can. Thank you for your
patience and support of the DCM Research Project!
1. Morales A, Kinnamon DD, Jordan E, et al. Variant Interpretation for
Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM): Refinement of the ACMG/ClinGen
Guidelines for the DCM Precision Medicine Study [published online ahead
of print, 2020 Mar 11]. Circ Genom Precis Med. 2020;10.
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Since 2015, our primary financial support has come from
the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) with
supplementary support from the National Human Genome
Research Institute (NHGRI). We are grateful to both
Institutes for their support. Our goal is to build on what we
have already learned about the genetics of DCM in the
current DCM Precision Medicine Study.
In this first funding period of the Precision Medicine Study,
which is scheduled through April 30, 2021, we have
focused on testing the hypothesis that most DCM of
unknown cause (also called idiopathic DCM), whether
familial or non-familial, has a genetic basis. We have made
huge progress to test this question and to understand the
extensive role that genetics plays in DCM. We will inform
you of the study results as the data are finalized. We thank
each of you, our study participants, the dedicated physicians and study coordinators at the DCM Consortium
clinical sites, and the personnel at the OSU Coordinating
Center for their help and support to conduct this study.
Our study has some exciting and unanticipated findings for
what we have termed the genetic complexity of DCM. In
this second and next funding period we will focus on these
aspects by studying family members who are genetically
at-risk but do not yet show signs of DCM. We aim to more
accurately identify those family members with the highest
risk of becoming affected with DCM. We hope that
improved risk information will provide the foundational data
to develop an intervention study to prevent DCM. Such an
intervention would need to be rigorously tested in a third
funding period. All of this means that the patients and family
members we have enrolled already will remain an essential
part of our research!
Precision Medicine remains a very important study, and we
look forward to keeping you updated on the progress in the
upcoming newsletters. You can also visit our website at
www.dcmproject.com to learn more about the DCM
Research Project!

DCM Research Project Updates
DCM Consortium Achieves More than 90% of
Enrollment Goal for Precision Medicine Study

In 2015, the DCM Research Project
received funding from the National
Institutes of Health for the Precision
Medicine Study. This family-based
study includes the enrollment of 1,300
patients affected with idiopathic DCM
and their 2,600 family members.
Prior to the hold on enrollment due to
COVID-19 (see article on page 1), we
are pleased to announce that in March
2020, the DCM Consortium had
reached 95% of our patient enrollment
goal. This means that we enrolled
1,233 patients in the Precision Medicine Study. This includes the enrollment of 607 European Ancestry DCM
patients, 519 African Ancestry patients
and 107 Hispanic patients.

We have also worked hard to enroll
family members of all races and ethnicities into the study. Enrolling family
members is an essential part of this
study as we learn about the genetic
aspects of DCM. As of March 15, 2020,
we had enrolled 1,884 family members,
which is 72% of our enrollment goal.
Thank you to all of you who have made
this possible!

DCM Precision
Medicine Study:
What to Know
5 Key Points to Remember

We have enrolled 1,233 DCM
patients in the Precision Medicine
Study, which is 95% of our 1,300
enrollment goal.*

We have enrolled 1,884 family
members
in
the
Precision
Medicine Study, which is 72.0%
of our 2,600 enrollment goal.*
* Enrollment data as of March 15, 2020

DCM Consortium Welcomes University of Utah

In early 2020, the University of Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah joined the DCM
Consortium. There are now 27 sites who are eligible to enroll individuals with
DCM and their family members in the Precision Medicine Study. A Principal
Investigator with expertise in DCM, heart failure and advanced therapies leads
recruitment and clinical activities at each site.

1

OSU is the coordinating site for
the Precision Medicine Study.
Contact study personnel at OSU
(877-800-3430) or at the site
where you were consented.

2

We will contact all participants
annually by phone and request
completion of a survey. This will
help us learn how you communicate with family about the genetics of DCM.

3

We will inform participants of
their genetic testing result after
enrollment. If results are negative, we will also inform enrolled
family members.

4

Medical guidelines recommend
cardiovascular screening of
first-degree family members of
individuals with DCM. These
are simple and painless procedures that can be accomplished,
at no cost, through the Precision
Medicine Study at any of our
active sites on the map.

5

The Precision Medicine Study
is a family-based study, so ALL
first-degree family members
are welcome and encouraged
to participate. Enrollment of
family members is easy and
requires only one clinic visit either
at a participating site or with their
own provider.

DCM runs in families and can
be silent for months or years!
When silent, DCM can only be
found with a heart check.
DCM Precision Medicine Study Map as of April 30, 2020.
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MEDICAL UPDATES
If anyone in your family is newly diagnosed with heart
problems, please let us know. Similarly, if you or anyone in your
family has had heart or genetic tests performed, regardless
of results, we would be interested in receiving copies. Please
contact us and we will send you a medical records release form.
If we have already sent you medical record release form(s),
please send us the completed form(s) as soon as possible.

CLINICAL GENETIC TESTING?
While our research continues even after a research result is
identified in a family, we recommend that all individuals with
DCM consider undergoing clinical genetic testing. Clinical
genetic testing is done similarly to any other blood test that is
ordered by your doctor and sent out to a laboratory. Your results
would be provided to your doctor. According to medical
guidelines for the evaluation of cardiomyopathy, clinical
genetic testing can be a complex process. Therefore, referral
to a center expert in genetic evaluation should be considered.
We can help you identify a clinic that offers genetic counseling
and testing for DCM.

CONTACT INFORMATION UPDATES
If you have moved or have a new phone number or email
address, please let us know. Call 877-800-3430 or email us
through the “Contact Us” page on our website:
www.dcmproject.com. This way we can get in touch with
you for any follow-up and continue to send you our
newsletter.

If you have undergone clinical genetic testing outside
of this study and have results, please provide us with a
copy of your results for our database.
This information will help us in our approach to identifying
the gene or genes that may be causing DCM as well as how
these mutations lead to DCM. Please contact us (toll-free) at
877-800-3430 or email Elizabeth Jordan, MMSc, LGC at
elizabeth.jordan@osumc.edu.

GO PAPERLESS!
If you would like to receive our newsletter by email, please
contact us with your email address, and we will be pleased to
add you to our email mailing list. You may also opt out of
receiving a paper copy of this newsletter.
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DCM Beat Newsletter is a publication of the Dilated Cardiomyopathy Research Project (formerly Familial Dilated Cardiomyopathy Research Project) in the Division of Human Genetics at The Ohio State University, in Columbus, OH. The newsletter is not
copyrighted and readers may photocopy its content to share with family members and health care professionals. We welcome your
feedback.
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